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1. How Do You Define Marketing?
2. Geometry of Business Growth
01 BASIC CONCEPTS

3. Biggest Factor in Your Success
4. Importance of Selling Outcomes
5. The New Marketing Paradigm
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Spreading your message vs being
at the epicentre of your business?
Targeting
Advertising
Common understanding
Pricing
Promoting
1. How Do You Define Marketing?

Identifying buyers
Attracting buyers
The four functions of marketing
Getting buyers
Keeping buyers
Should be aware of their role in
Every person in your business
getting and keeping buyers
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More buyers
98% grow business in one dimension
Substantial cost
More buyers
Far better to grow in 3 dimensions

Higher transaction value

2. Geometry of Business Growth
More transaction frequency
Double your business with 25% more
buyers
There’s no law that restricts you to one
approach
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Increases sales
Speeding up decisions
Enables market domination
Simplicity
Factors that impact decision speed

Ease
Fun

3. Biggest Factor in Your Success
Map buyers’ decision processes
Reduce decision time

Minimise decision bottlenecks
Focus on moving people to action
Balanced information

Provide buyers with
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Your products
Buyers don’t buy
Your services
Results
Solutions
Benefits
They actually buy outcomes

Answers

4. Importance of Selling Outcomes
Value
Enhancements
Long list of other things
Redefine your business around
outcomes
Selling outcomes
Gives you big advantage over
95% competition
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Mass marketing
Old marketing paradigm

Push your message out to the world
No longer wanted, believed or trusted
Escalation of commercial clutter

Buyer behaviour changed
beyond recognition

Technology, online search, broadband,
Wi-Fi and always-on mobile devices
Social media
Claims no longer accepted at face value

5. The New Marketing Paradigm

Unsolicited messages create hostility
The age of mass empowerment

People now decide for themselves who
they’ll listen to, speak and believe

They also decide IF they buy, WHAT they
buy and WHEN they buy
Is not about interrupting people or
blasting them with messages
The new marketing paradigm
Is about building relationships, peer
influence, trust and engagement
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1. Determine and Address Real
Needs
2. Identify Your Unique Advantage
3. Tell Your Unique Story
2 CORE BUILDING BLOCKS
4. Eliminate Your Buyers’ Risk
5. Position Your Business for
Success
6. Target Your Most Receptive
Prospects
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NOT to make buyer do what
suits business

Main task of marketing

Make business do what suits
interest of buyer
Focus hopes, dreams, fears,
desires onto product
Hopes

1. Determine and Address Real
Needs

Dreams
Conduct research to discover
Fears
Desires
Can lead to expensive disasters
If you think you know the answers
Lost opportunities
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Do you know?
Why should I buy from you?
What would your competitors say?
Your business seems just like the
competition
If you don’t set yourself apart

Your product becomes a commodity
Commodities tend to be bought on
price
Outcomes your buyers most desire

2. Identify Your Unique Advantage
Identify

Concerns and issues that must be
satisfied
What buyers are not getting
elsewhere
Oﬀer that unique advantage or
superior benefit

Identify your unique advantage

Articulate your benefits quickly,
clearly and eﬀectively
Tell your buyers in everything you
say and do
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Brings out uniqueness of your business
Sets you apart from your competition
The power of a story
Dramatically increases chances of
business
Accelerates decision process
Ideas
How your product benefits them
3. Tell Your Unique Story

The implications
Helps buyers understand
The opportunities
Ways to avoid problems
How to get the best outcomes
Take your buyers behind the scenes
Multiple stories you can tell
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Educate buyers about what you do, why
you do it, how you do it, what makes
you better and how you go the extra
mile
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Screw up
People don’t want to

Make a mistake
Look bad or stupid
Buyers want

Identify what
4. Eliminate Your Buyers’ Risk

The fears, frustrations, concerns and
issues that hold them back
80% buyers influenced by businesses

Address buyers’ concerns
That guarantee their product won’t fail
Without risking your business
Reduce or totally eliminate their risk
Create a tangible expectation
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Makes everything easier
Important to stand apart from the crowd

buyers easier to attract
Advocates will spread the word
Create USP or positioning statement

How do you communicate your
uniqueness?

Must convey entire essence of
your business
Attract attention to your business

5. Position Your Business for
Success

Set you apart from your competition
4 things your USP must do
Fill a perceived gap in the marketplace
Motivate people to take action
Evaluate your competition

Create your positioning statement

In what ways is your product better?
Diﬀerent? Easier? Cheaper? Faster?
More reliable? etc.
Establish your position. Focus on
key points of diﬀerence. Simplify
and clarify those diﬀerences
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Wastes time, money and resources
Untargeted scattergun approach
Doesn’t produce a good buyer base
To whom you can provide superior value
You need to attract buyers
Who will buy again and again for years

6. Target Your Most Receptive
Prospects

How big your market is
Who your best prospects are
You need to know
Where your best prospects are
The most eﬃcient ways to reach them
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1. Eﬀective Advertising
2. Compelling Direct Mail and Email
3. Making Profits on the Back End
03 LEAD GENERATION
4. Host Beneficiary Relationships
5. Hot Leads From Special Events
6. Obtaining PR and Publicity
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Businesses don’t know HOW to
advertise
Most advertising is ineﬀective

Advertising has undergone seismic
changes
Previously eﬀective mediums now
swept aside

1. Eﬀective Advertising
Fish where the big fish are
Focus on your buyers’ best interests
Four essential rules
Oﬀer enough information and education
Give buyers a reason to respond
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Powerful and flexible business building
tool
Creates 2.5-4 x more awareness than
TV
Tiny fraction of the cost of a sales visit
Benefits
Can deliver compelling, irresistible
propositions
Can reach 10,000s people
simultaneously
Can be read at any time of day or night
Average less than 1%

2. Compelling Direct Mail and Email
Response rates

10-15% possible when you know
what to do
50-70% possible in exceptional
circumstances
Develop new business
Open new doors

Use it to

Get people to act

Follow up
Test and build relationships
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Breakeven
Acquiring new buyers at
or slight loss
Ideal where you have repeat business
Time and cost eﬀective

Benefits

Gets buyers sooner rather than later
Can create substantial business growth

3. Making Profits on the Back End

Profitable repeat business occurs
sooner

Identify buyer lifetime value:
Combined profit over lifetime of
business relationship
Actions

Determine your time, eﬀort and
financial investment
Decide on back end oﬀers
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Subscribers
Immediately boosts

Buyers
Cash
Oﬀer complementary products/services
Can endorse your product/service to
their list

Identify potential hosts/JV partners who
Established relationships with
your prime buyers
4. Host Beneficiary Relationships

Non-competing businesses
Product
Develop and test an oﬀer that works

Marketing
Templates
Promote your proven oﬀer to host’s list

Structure relationship to

Host endorses you and drives
traﬃc to your list
Typically pay percentage of revenues
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Business based
Types of events
Entertainment based
Educate people about the benefits you
oﬀer and results you’ve achieved
Attract and convert new buyers
Uses
Reward existing buyers. Make them
feel special. Deliver a unique
advantage or experience
Build face to face relationships
Exciting
Enjoyable
Fascinating
5. Hot Leads From Special Events
Aim to make the experience

Informative
Valuable
Educational
Special
Make doing business special &
memorable
Set your business apart

Special events can

Create better connection with buyers
Get people to buy more often
Create stronger bonds and build loyalty
Create tremendous windfall profits
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Most things get into the media with
publicity
Media coverage
Free publicity is available to any
business
To compete with other media sources
Media hungry for ideas and info

To fill pages and airtime
To build & keep readers, listeners and
viewers
Gives you more exposure in your target
markets
Makes buyers more receptive to your
oﬀerings

6. Obtaining PR and Publicity

The right publicity

Creates goodwill, greater visibility,
continuous flow of enquiries, substantial
business and more success
Gives you credibility ... seen as the
media making the statement. Perceived
as unbiased third party endorsement
Can send you into new stage of growth
Media doesn’t owe you a living
What you come up with must be factual,
interesting, diﬀerent, newsworthy,
entertaining

Attracting media interest
Your target marketplace must gain an
important benefit, advantage, information,
education, entertainment
It’s possible to create publicity out of thin
air
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1. The 3 New Pillars of Marketing
2. Why You Need a Blog
3. Online Amplification
04 ONLINE VISIBILITY &
ENGAGEMENT

4. Preparing For Online Success
5. Build Equity With Your Online
Audience
6. Connect With Your Audience
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Driven by technology: high speed
broadband, WiFi/4G, always-on mobile
devices, online search, social media
Buyer behaviour changed
beyond recognition

Buyers go online to find answers,
expertise, information, research
diﬀerent topics, satisfy their curiosity
Buyers can instantly obtain whatever
depth of information they want,
wherever they want it, whenever they
want it, in whatever form they want it
Tell the world you’re great at what you
do

Traditional marketing approaches
1. The 3 New Pillars of Marketing

Things like cold calling, database
marketing, direct mail, mass media like
print and broadcast advertising
Becoming less relevant and eﬀective

Today’s reality

If you try to reach people when they’re
not looking for your product or service
you risk alienating them and being
ignored or blocked
If buyers can’t find you online you won’t
be a contender for their business. You
might as well not exist

Pillar 1: Content marketing
Pillar 2: Search engine optimisation
(SEO)

Pillar 3: Social media
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Your most important online tool

It should be

Where you can direct visitors seeking
answers, expertise and education
Where you can engage with potential
buyers
Allows you to communicate
inexpensively and eﬀectively
Gives you massive credibility

2. Why You Need a Blog

Advantages

Significantly boosts search
engine rankings
Diﬀerentiates your business from others
Creates pre-sold buyers and advocates
Slashes your marketing costs

Identify questions your buyers ask

Actions

Answer each question with a blog post
as honestly and frankly as possible
Success flows to businesses that
inform, not to those that promote
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Should be your central
online destination
Where you create content
Your blog or website
From which you share content on social
media
Destination to which you drive traﬃc
Email lists
3. Online Amplification
Twitter
Facebook
Key amplification channels

LinkedIn
Pinterest
Instagram
YouTube
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Sign up for free accounts
Set up your personal profiles or bios
Add a professional photo
Set up your social media profiles

Complete ALL fields on LinkedIn —
contributes to SEO rankings
Customise your profiles: Twitter
background and banner image, Facebook
cover image and LinkedIn banner image
Connect with existing contacts
Choose which connections to follow

Connect with people you know

Connect to people selectively
As your networks grow you gain access to
more and more people, become more visible
and you’ll be more trusted if other people’s
friends know/trust you
Start by listening, learning and embarking
on a voyage of discovery
Search for mentions of your business,
product, service, industry, expertise

4. Preparing For Online Success
First steps on Twitter

Create twitter lists for existing and potential
buyers, to keep tabs on your competition
and find all the top authorities, influencers,
thought leaders, journals and blogs
Engage. Stay abreast of cutting edge
thinking. Follow the most interesting people
you discover. Interact as appropriate. Share
links to the most interesting content
Create the page
Customise and brand the page

Set up your Facebook Business page

Add extra tabs as appropriate
Integrate your page with Twitter,
LinkedIn & Landing Pages
Create a compelling summary

First steps on LinkedIn

Set up company page. Add locations,
employees, twitter updates, searches,
videos, products/services, logos,
descriptions, key feature lists, promotional
links, videos

Give and get recommendations
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Ongoing Engagement
Turn it into a source of
Ongoing Leads
Create Value
Tell a good story
Blog

Educate a self-selecting audience
Create a human connection
Demonstrate your expertise
Build your list

Email lists

Encourage opt-ins from your blog,
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter
Set up autoresponder sequences
using services like AWeber,
Mailchimp or Infusionsoft
Build your following

Twitter

Have focused interactions
Share good content
Build your fanbase
Create native Facebook posts

5. Build Equity With Your Online Audience
Facebook

Boost your posts
Drive traﬃc to opt-in page
Integrate your website/blog by adding
Facebook Like and Send buttons,
Facebook comments
Build your followers
Create native LinkedIn posts

LinkedIn

Sponsor selected updates
Drive traﬃc to opt-in page
Pocket
Tweetbot
Feedly
Bit.ly

Use eﬃciency boosting tools like

IFTTT
Buffer
AWeber
Hootsuite
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Anticipate and answer buyers’ questions
Tell your story
Demonstrate your passion
Build equity
Blog

Create intimacy
Add value: Publish product details, highlight
unknown features, provide how-to instructions,
usage hints, case studies, problems you’ve
solved, outcomes you’ve delivered

Encourage questions & feedback
Repurpose blog posts as videos, podcasts,
presentations, webinars & broadcasts
Regular tips
Newsletters
Email list

Blog post announcements
Autoresponder sequences
Ask buyers what they want
Make friends, not followers
Learn from others

6. Connect With Your Audience

Teach people, provide advice, be as helpful
as possible
Twitter

Initial goal: 150 really engaged followers
Share content that adds value
Build anticipation for what’s next
Promote & retweet good content from others
Connect and engage
Provide information of value to your audience

Facebook

Stimulate engagement
Set up Facebook Groups where
appropriate
Integrate website or blog using
FB Like and Send buttons
Good for boosting SEO rankings, tracking people,
companies & industries, asking & answering
questions, getting high quality advice, performing
research, publishing high quality content, helping
others

LinkedIn

Build engagement: Share links, blog posts,
status updates, networking with others, join
LinkedIn Groups, build influential relationships
Build sales funnel that delivers fresh targeted
leads
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1. The Power of Word of Mouth
2. Key Components in Word of
Mouth
3. Accelerating The Decision Process
05 WORD OF MOUTH MARKETING
4. The Role of Experts and
Influencers
5. Why Advocates or Champions
Matter
6. Steps For Harnessing WOM
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Spontaneous communication
about products

What?

Between people who are
seen as independent
In a medium also perceived
to be independent
Most powerful form of marketing
that exists

Advantages
1. The Power of Word of Mouth

More eﬀective than advertising,
salespeople, direct response and
public relations COMBINED!!
1000s x more powerful than
normal marketing

The illusion is that marketing sells
your product or service
What REALLY happens
Information phase creates awareness,
turns awareness into interest. Easily
achieved with conventional marketing
Phases
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confirmation and verification.
Conventional marketing is largely
irrelevant
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Demonstrably superior
product or service
Experts
Influencers
A way to engage with key
Opinion formers
Authority figures
A nucleus of convinced authority figures
A large number of enthusiastic buyers
2. Key Components in Word of
Mouth

A way to gather and provide
irrefutable proof

Can recommend your product/service
That your claims are true
In real world applications

A way to reach the right prospects
Illustrate the superiority of your
product/service
Compelling stories that
Can survive person to
person transmission
A way to give your buyers a
low risk experience
An ironclad guarantee
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Confirm your claims
Before they buy, your buyers need to
Verify your claims

All about experience delivery

Direct personal experience:
demonstrations, free trials, sampling,
equipment loans. Not possible in all
situations
Indirect word of mouth: Trusted
independent experts, known and
trusted existing contacts, typical
buyers in similar situations
Initial information from experts
Typical buyer experiences

Best experience delivery combination

A way to pool peer experience
Can compress a many year
process into weeks and a many
month process into days or hours

3. Accelerating The Decision Process

Progression from repeated exposure:
Curiosity > Informed > Comfortable >
Interested > Desire created
Conventional marketing

Laborious and time consuming for
buyers: Information search,
confirmation, evaluation, verification
Proceeds at arithmetic pace
Prospects no longer have to go through
information search, conformation,
evaluation and verification

When word of mouth gets going

These things already done by
acknowledged subject matter experts
and people like themselves, their peers
Pace is not arithmetic, geometric or
logarithmic
Pace is exponential
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Experts love being at the cutting
edge and sharing their
experiences and opinions
Characteristics of experts
Real experts tend to be visionaries,
innovators, marketing oriented, friendly,
approachable, intellectually confident
Today we all have to deal with unlimited
volumes of information

The value of experts

Experts needed more than ever to filter,
distill, synthesise, make sense, verify
truth of claims, make unbiased
recommendations
Experts confirm to buyers that under
ideal conditions your claims are true

4. The Role of Experts and
Influencers

Can massively influence your buyers

The right experts can

Give your product or service
massive credibility
Spark unstoppable word of mouth
chain reaction
You need to reach out to

If your product or service is
good enough

experts Engage with them
Build relationships with them
Involve them in what you do
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They’re buyers or influencers who
actively try to get others to buy your
oﬀerings
Advocates or champions

They’re prime movers in word of
mouth strategy
They’re worth their weight in gold
Tip large numbers of people over the
edge

More than anyone else they can
Convince large numbers of
buyers to buy
Give them special treatment

5. Why Advocates or Champions
Matter

Capture their testimonials
Discover how they convince others to buy
Remain in constant contact
Look after your champions!
Reward them for introducing business
Get them to serve as special advisers
Let them test new products/services
Support them in their eﬀorts
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Buy your product or service
Understand why someone should
based on their values or priorities

Innovators
Early adopters
Identify where to focus your eﬀorts

Middle majority
Late adopters
Laggards
1. Deciding to decide
2. Selecting among options

Identify crucial decision stages

3. Trial/due diligence

6. Steps For Harnessing WOM
4. Purchase/implementation/ongoing use
5. Expanding use and recommending
To accelerate decisions
Come up with the actual words needed

For each adopter type
At each decision stage
Identify types of communication needed

Create word of mouth delivery mechanisms

Design and construct your solutions
Identify the right media to use
Create and implement your campaign

Create the events that will spread your
message
Choreograph all the elements
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1. Better Conversion Techniques
2. Increase Your Sales Skills
3. Educate With Reasons Why
06 CONVERT PROSPECTS INTO
BUYERS

4. Use Packaged Information Oﬀers
5. Develop Irresistible Oﬀers
6. Follow-Up and Nurture Constantly
7. 11 More Ways to Improve
Conversions
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Few businesses measure or know their
conversion rate. Most overguess
Crazy but true

80% sales enquiries never receive a
response
Most business throw a fortune down
the drain
Can add £ thousands, £ hundreds of
thousands or £ millions to bottom line

1. Better Conversion Techniques
Need to

Measure what’s happening
Monitor what’s happening
To develop better conversion strategies

In most cases much better
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Propositions
Opinions
Everyone, sales person or not, sells

Goals
Beliefs
Ideas
Increase your ability to motivate, instruct,
encourage, coach, communicate, reach
people

Sales skills

Increase your probability of success
Benefit every area of your life
Increasing your sales skills and those in
your team can instantly boost your
business

Most people are not trained in
Selling techniques or strategy
2. Increase Your Sales Skills
You need to understand eﬀective selling
Sales training audios
Books
Five ways to increase sales skills

Document and transfer skills of best
producers
Dedicated sales manager
Observation
Get to know your buyers
Understand your buyers’ issues

Key components in eﬀective sales

Provide irrefutable proof
Solve your buyers’ problems
Build relationships and trust
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Why they should act
How your product or service works
Why you do what you do
Why you sell what you sell
Before your buyers buy they
need to know

Why they’ll be disadvantaged
if they don’t
Why your product or service is better
than others
How your product or service was
created

3. Educate With Reasons Why

How your people are trained
Understand the value and benefits you
oﬀer
Appreciate why they should take action

The more you educate buyers
the more they’ll

Value what you’re oﬀering
Willingly pay
Be connected and bonded to your
business
Want to come back again and again
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Oﬀer valuable and useful information
free of charge as an inducement
Concept

To get your prime prospects to respond,
trust who you are and what you oﬀer and
identify themselves to you
Be what people crave
Give your buyers completely unbiased
guidance that answers their questions

The information should
Be very valuable and useful to your buyers
Demonstrate that you know what you’re
talking about and have expertise in your
field
Booklets
Audio
Video

4. Use Packaged Information Oﬀers

Special reports

Multiple ways to package your
information

Bulletins
Guides
White papers
eBooks
Courses
Blog posts
Dramatically boosts response
Qualifies prospects

Fabulous lead generation tool

Produces an avalanche of leads
Builds a database of prime prospects
Produces immediate results
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It costs you a fortune to attract a new buyer
Why?
Costs very little to repeatedly re-sell to
buyer
Make it easy and irresistible to buy from
you

Your goal should be to

Turn people into active buyers asap so
you can start making money sooner on
all the additional transactions with them
Start an ongoing relationship now and
immediately, not some time in the far
distant future

5. Develop Irresistible Oﬀers

You don’t profit from the initial sale, have
an ongoing relationship, profit from all
the repeat business and referrals
If you don’t oﬀer buyers a meaningful benefit
It’s easier for them to take no action at
all
Is so powerful and compelling that
buyers would be foolish to pass it up
An irresistible oﬀer

Makes it harder to say “no” than “yes”

Makes it more advantageous to buy
your product or service than not to do so
You can flourish for years

Benefits of getting this right

You can even dominate your industry
It’s extremely eﬀective, yet few people do it
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Only 2% sales occur at a first meeting

Studies show

People who buy then tend to have already done
their research; already know what they’re
looking for, be those for whom you tick all their
boxes and where the chemistry works

You’re seriously misinformed if you
believe you can just peddle your
products and services with an armoury
of “101 sure fire sales closes”
Get to know your buyers
Understand your buyers’ issues
Solve your buyers’ problems
Key components in eﬀective sales
Provide irrefutable proof
Build relationships and trust and
engage in am ongoing dialogue,
otherwise known as follow-up
Vast majority of people who show
interest have a future need. They want
info for future reference. They don’t want
to talk in detail until ready to buy

6. Follow-Up and Nurture Constantly

Reasons people don’t buy now

Other genuine reasons: Inertia, lack of
time, too many things on their mind,
concerns about cost, cashflow, budget
constraints, more pressing matters,
you’re not suﬃciently known and trusted
Be creative, helpful and sincere
Don’t hound people
Build a relationship

How to follow up

Establish trust
Gently lead buyers to the next step. Turn a
no into a maybe; a maybe into a yes; and a
yes into a lifetime of repeat business
Add value every time you make contact
Then follow-up with a live
communication

Send out a sales letter or email
You can expect 300% - 2,000% more
sales
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Qualify leads better upfront
Winning quotes and proposals
Better telephone skills
Onionize to understand
Market research
7. 11 More Ways to Improve
Conversions

Show the chain, sell the first link
Map your sales process
Better presentation skills
Recruit sales superstars
Fish where the big fish are
Use a planned agenda
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1. Up-Selling and Cross-Selling
2. Package Your Products and
Services
07 ATTAIN HIGH NET MARGINS

3. Charge What You’re Really Worth
4. Move Further Upmarket
5. 8 more ways to attain high
margins
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A larger product
A superior product
A more expensive product
Up-selling - oﬀer to buyers at
point of sale

A more sophisticated product
A more upmarket product
An upgrade
An additional item

1. Up-Selling and Cross-Selling

What? Oﬀer additional products or
services to existing buyers
Cross-selling
Aims: Increase income derived from
buyer. Protect relationship with buyer
Easy and eﬀortless
Can be used in virtually any business
Benefits
Instantly improves value of every sale
Provides a major boost to cash flow
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Combining a group of
complementary products

For a single fixed price
Representing almost irresistible value
For you: increases incremental profits
on every sale; allows you to sell
complete solutions; locks buyers in to
using your products; more reasons for
buyers to buy from you; increases your
target market

Benefits
For buyers: Simplified purchase
process; maximises purchase process;
delivers greater value; provides a
superior outcome; they get a more
complete solution

2. Package Your Products and
Services

Introductory packages
Special value packages
Larger units of sale packages
Diﬀerent packages
Good, better and best packages
Time and expertise packages
Payment packages
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Undercharge
Most businesses
Work on thinner margins than they
should
So you can aﬀord to make mistakes

Why you NEED to charge enough

In case you or someone else does
something idiotic or makes a costly
decision
So that you can aﬀord to promote
your product, make it more
distinctive and improve the value and
benefit you deliver
Doesn’t help buyers understand why
you’re better or diﬀerent

Discounting
3. Charge What You’re Really Worth

Cheapens your image: “If it’s cheap
it must be nasty”
Makes you look desperate
Believe they’re getting value
Know the product

Buyers will happily pay more as
long as they

Understand the product
Are happy with the product
To appreciate your product/service
To value your product/service

Educate your buyers better than
anyone else

To desire your product/service
About the implications
About the impact of your product/
service
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Caters to cheapskates
Gives you a cheap and cheerless image
Being too downmarket

Most buyers assume you’re no good
Limits the market you can address
Limits your success
Reach a more sophisticated part of your
market?
Reach more aﬄuent parts of your
market?

Can you

Move any of your products further
upmarket?
Are there segments nobody else is
addressing?
Attracts more buyers from all parts of
market

4. Move Further Upmarket

More aﬄuent, less price sensitive
buyers
Existing buyers value you more highly
Advantages
Increases perceived value of your
product
More buyers believe you have what it
takes
Demand normally increases
Tesco
Aldi
Did much better when they moved
upmarket:

Mini
Hyundai/Kia
Skoda
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Relativity
Price anchoring
Control of discounts

Increase your price and margins
5. 8 more ways to attain high
margins
Increase your vertical penetration
Increase your horizontal penetration
Point of sale promotions

Larger units of purchase
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1. Reduce Attrition
2. Bring Back the Lost Sheep
3. Communications Calendar
08 RETAIN YOUR BUYERS TO BUILD
LOYALTY AND ADVOCACY

4. Deliver Extraordinary Value
5. Deliver Extraordinary Service
6. Program Your Buyers
7. 17 More Ways to Develop Repeat
Business
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Average business loses 20%
buyers p.a.
Best way to grow buyers is
not lose them

By not maintaining relationships
Some businesses lose up to 80%
A 10% buyer retention advantage

Cost of losing buyers is staggering
Can double a business every 7 years
Temporary or finite need has been
satisfied
Buying practices have been interrupted
Business is lost because
1. Reduce Attrition

Unsatisfactory experience
Perceived indiﬀerence: Apathy, lack of
communication, lack of warmth; lack of
personal touch
Understand buyer lifetime value
Educate your buyers better
Set expectations better at outset

Ways to combat loss of business

Maintain constant communication
Show that you care
Ensure your buyers constantly benefit
Involve your buyers more
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Do not leave for irreparable reasons
60% of lost buyers

You can almost instantly get most of
them back
Your best buyers
Your most loyal buyers

Lost buyers who come back tend to be
Your most frequent buyers
2. Bring Back the Lost Sheep

Your best source of referrals
Convey your genuine concern for them
Ask them why they stopped
doing business

This makes a big impact
It impresses buyers deeply
Has an almost magical instant eﬀect

Handled properly, this simple approach
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You’ve already invested a small fortune
You’re a known entity
Once you’ve developed a buyer

You have permission to contact those
buyers
You have the most cost eﬀective
direct access to the best source of
future business available
Intelligently and systematically
communicate

The secret is to

With people on that list, again and again
“Constant communication builds
relationships”
Programmed sequence of emails,
letters, newsletters, events, phone calls,
thank you’s, special oﬀers, follow-ups,
magic moments, cards, notes

3. Communications Calendar
What is a communications calendar?

Constantly occur at pre-determined
points in the pre-sales, sales and
after- sales process
Purpose is to build trust, relationships,
sales, long-term relationships
Buyers respond to this positively
Makes buyers feel valued and important
Keeps buyers informed

Benefits

Oﬀsets post-purchase doubts
Reinforces reasons for doing business
with you
Makes buyers feel part of your business
and want to come back again and again
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More demanding than ever
Today’s buyers are
Harder than ever to satisfy
Retain your buyers
Find new ways to enhance your
service and provide more value
You need to
Deliver more than you promise
Give them more than their money’s
worth
Faster delivery

4. Deliver Extraordinary Value

Larger selection
More colours
If you’re selling a commodity, oﬀer
More options
A better guarantee
A new way to improve their business
Give your buyers added value
When sales are slow
They’ll start buying again
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Builds fortunes in repeat buyers
Extraordinary service

You need to move your service
beyond ordinary and make it
extraordinary
Understand who you’re REALLY
competing with; what your
buyers ordinarily expect and
what your competition delivers

How?

Then take what everyone else does
and vastly improve on it or add to it
Ask buyers for feedback, listen to
your customers

5. Deliver Extraordinary Service

Deliver extraordinary service before,
during and after the transaction
Create happy customers
Your mission should be to

Be more helpful
Measure your performance
Reward extraordinary service
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Your buyers to return
Don’t just wait passively for
The buyer to call or turn up
Know, appreciate and understand
Don’t assume buyers automatically

The finer points of what you do
If you don’t explicitly tell them
Educate them to return again and again

6. Program Your Buyers
Manage buyers’ expectations
Set up an ongoing relationship
Anticipate buyers’ future needs
Provide a better service
To achieving the best outcome and
results
Educate your buyers from the first
transaction
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Communicate personally with your
buyers
Preferred buyer Events Price

Inducements

Lock In Sales In Advance

Courtesy System

A Complaint is a Gift

Back End Products & Services

Regular buyer Reviews
7. 17 More Ways to Develop Repeat Business

Measure Lifetime Value

Endorse Other Products or Services

Product or Service Integrity

Sell and Then Sell Again License

Successful concepts

Referral programs

Create a Perpetual Relationship

Loyalty Programs

Mid-Job Next Job Action Plan
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1. Leverage Your Marketing
2. Optimise Your Core Values

09 OPTIMISATION

3. Clearly Articulate Your Values
4. Understand Your Business
Purpose
5. Adopt Proven Success Practices
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Achieving consistent control, total
predictability and dramatically better
business results

Leverage is all about

All about getting the highest possible
returns using the least amount of
time, energy, manpower, money and
risk
Making small improvements; doing
things a little better; tweaking what
you do; applying simple marketing
techniques and harnessing the
power of compounding

1. Leverage Your Marketing

Be happier with your business results
Have more fun achieving those results
You’ll

Have less stress and time demands
Get a lot more certainty and confidence
Be totally liberated
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Are usually also known for their
goals, values and ideals

The most successful businesses

Tend to know who they are; what
they will and won’t stand for; what’s
right and what’s wrong
Tend to be confident and
uncompromising
One of the most important success
factors

2. Optimise Your Core Values

Being clear about your values is

Makes you who and what you are
Defines who you are as a person
Put your buyers first

Some key values for business success
Do whatever it takes
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Team members, including third parties
Articulate your values to all your

Suppliers, advisers and stakeholders
Buyers
Understand your values
Embrace your values

Your team members need to
Invest in your values
Before they can transfer them to your
customers
Have a strong relationship with you
3. Clearly Articulate Your Values

Understand what you’re trying do
Support what you’re trying to do
Your suppliers and stakeholders need to
Believe in what you’re trying to do
Before they can enhance your
success with their knowledge,
energies and resources
Align your business and personal
core values
It’s also important to

Personify those values in all you
say and do
Doing so will forever transform
your fortunes and how your
business is perceived
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It’s the reason your business exists

Beyond making money
Motivates Your Stakeholders

It’s the emotional element that

Brings out your own passion
Brings out everyone else’s passion
Is not just about you

When you understand that your
purpose

but about making the world better
For your customers
That’s when everything falls into place
You become more passionate about
your buyers
You constantly look for ways to innovate
Buyers buy more often and refer more
people

4. Understand Your Business
Purpose

Your buyers refer more contacts and
friends
You unleash your team’s passion

When your purpose is clear

Your team extend themselves beyond
expectations
Your suppliers start looking out for your
interests
Your community starts noticing you
Everyone you deal with sees you
diﬀerently
Everything you do becomes exciting
You can feel proud your contribution
You can start enjoying your business
every day
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The success practices used by other
businesses
Go out there and start observing
Borrow and adapt ideas that’ll work
for you
What they sell
Ask other people in business

Who they sell to
How they sell
Advertising approaches
Sales approaches
Influence

5. Adopt Proven Success Practices
Persuasion
Look out for success practices
Sales letters and emails
Approaches you currently use
Approaches you’ve never considered
Ask “Could I adapt that idea to my
business?”
Think about the opportunities and
implications
Take advantage of £ millions of
successful business practices

Save yourself a massive learning curve
Give yourself an incredible edge
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1 BASIC CONCEPTS
2 CORE BUILDING BLOCKS
3 LEAD GENERATION

4 ONLINE VISIBILITY & ENGAGEMENT

YOUR PATH TO YOUR
VISION ROADMAP

5 WORD OF MOUTH MARKETING

6 CONVERT PROSPECTS INTO BUYERS

7 ATTAIN HIGH NET MARGINS
8 RETAIN YOUR BUYERS TO BUILD
LOYALTY AND ADVOCACY
9 OPTIMISATION
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